[Determination of Wine Varieties with NIR and Fusion of Multiple Classifiers].
The conventional qualitative analysis of near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) commonly uses one single classification model. This paper focused on the fusion of multiple classifiers based on different single classifiers by using the fused classifier to determine different varieties of red-wines. NIR spectra of 170 red-wine samples were collected by using Fourier transform near-infrared spectrometer. Red-wine classification models were established respectively, based on PLS-DA, SVM, Fisher and Ada-Boost. Then these models were selected to obtain some different base classifiers according to Diversity Measure Feature Selective (DMFS). The highest accuracy rate of determining different varieties of red-wine test samples of four single base classifiers was up to 88.24%, and at the same time the lowest discriminant accuracy rate was 81.18%. At last, we got the fused classifier, which combined four base classifiers with weighted voting principle, and determined its test set again by using the fused classifier. The final classification accuracy rate for red-wine varieties increased to 92.94%, In contrast with one single classifier, the lowest misjudged number of fused classifiers decreased from 9 to 6.These results suggested that the performance of fused classifier is superior to one single classifier. It is feasible to use fused classifier combined with near infrared spectroscopy to determine different varieties of red-wines.